
Full Circle Preschool 
 

We made it through our first week of reopening, and 
what a joy it has been! We are so thankful for our 
many outdoor play spaces that allow us to be a more 
outdoor-based program during this time. With the 
warmer weather upon us, we are taking full advantage 
of our splash pools and outdoor play environments. 
We are slowly adding new materials to the outdoor 
spaces to enhance our play experiences and keep the 
children connected with nature.  
 
We are deeply impressed by how the children have all 
adjusted this week, which further supports how 
resilient our children, families, and teachers have been 
through this rather uncertain time in our world. It is 
truly an honor to take part in the growth of this 
learning community.  
 
While we can't combine our classes to have an all-
school Shabbat Party, Cantor Steve has wonderfully 

recorded a video of the children's favorite Shabbat songs. Additionally, Alison (our assistant 
teacher and music teacher) beautifully sang Shabbat 
songs while playing her guitar for each group outside 
during out first Shabbat back together. No matter how 
we celebrate, we continue to honor that warm Shabbat 
feeling!  
 
In wake of the movement to lift Black voices and fight 
for racial equality, we are considering ways in which 
we can continue to lift Black voices! We are working 
on enhancing our play environments to further 
celebrate racial diversity here at Full Circle. As 
families assess their children's play materials at home, 
we encourage you to consider if they acknowledge and 
represent cultural diversity. We have much work to 
do, but remember that racism thrives in silence, and 
we can't afford to be silent as we work to create a 
kinder, inclusive world for our children!  

 
~ Erika Geremia 

Preschool Director and Early Educator 
Full Circle Preschool 

 


